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Why do psychotherapy in VR?

• A great unmet need:
• 27% of adult European population will experience a mental disorder this year ≈ 83 

million people
• Mental disorders are the third leading cause of disability-adjusted life years in 

Europe, after cardiovascular disease and cancers
• Mental disorders are by far the leading contributor to years lived with disability
• Only half of sufferers receive any treatment! (All WHO numbers)

• Cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) is an evidence-based collection of 
techniques for a range of mental disorders, but:
• People are reluctant to seek traditional forms of psychotherapy
• Even if no, they may not be able to access it
• Even if they do, delivery may not be optimal or meet idiosyncratic needs



Why do psychotherapy in VR?

• A broad set eHealth solutions have attempted to address this issue, 
making use of the inherent advantages of technology, at least to some 
degree, e.g. scalability, interactivity, adaptability, and so on

• But why do it in VR specifically?



VR – a virtual “Skinner box”
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VR – the technology
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VR psychotherapy – some examples
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VR psychotherapy – a brief history

Morina et al (2015)



VR psychotherapy – today

• Modern VR exposure 
therapy (for public 
speaking anxiety)
• Automated serious game 

(no therapist required), 
including sandbox mode

• Interactive to user
behavior

• Includes alternative 
embodiment, used for 
theraputic purposes



VR psychotherapy – today

• VR relaxation
• The most commercially 

successful VR mental health 
applications thus far

• Typically involves virtual nature 
environment 



VR psychotherapy – today

• VR pain distraction
• Serious game that acts 

distracting

• Requires cognitive, attention 
and motoric resources, but just 
enough to keep you distracted



Gamification element Description 
Dual-purpose game 
mechanics

All games designed to be both enjoyable and therapeutic, requiring the user to keep their gaze on a moving 
spider, with or without additional game mechanics. No included first-person movement, to both evoke 
common fear of invasion of private space by spider, and avoid cybersickness. 

Speed Used moving spider stimuli to evoke a greater fear response and prevent VR-specific safety behavior of 
closing one’s eyes.

Goals Clear goals for completion of each sublevel, conveyed verbally and/or visually.

Performance feedback Scores displayed at all times and users could replay levels to achieve a higher score. 

Badges and 
achievements

Visual summary of levels completed.

Dual-purpose narrative Many sublevel games presented with short narrative on task background and goal.

Points Scoring key to game mechanic in gaze task and “boss” type sublevels, requiring a certain score to complete.

Levels Familiar level design with levels and sublevels. 
Increasing difficulty Increasing spider realism with each level. 
Onboarding/psychoeduc
ation

First part of game features traditional CBT psychoeducation on phobia development and maintenance, and 
rationale for exposure.

Virtual helper Voice-over virtual therapist, also presented as hologram avatar in the virtual therapist room, introduced at 
beginning of game and guided the user throughout, giving instructions, encouraging progress and 
achievements, and summarizing key therapeutic points. 

VR psychotherapy – let there be games!







Privacy issues

• Since everything is tracked, everything 
can be logged, including non-verbal 
data

• Can be used to recreate e.g pseudo-
gaze patterns

• Micro-movements associated with chest 
rising with breathing, can be picked up 
and used as proxy for pulse

• Gaze patterns can be used as digital 
fingerprint

• Hence, we can collect very sensitive 
data not possible with other technology

• This is especially significant in clinical VR 
applications
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